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A History of Bodycams in Police Service

The rise of body-worn video (BWV) cameras in police 

services is directly related to advancements in camera 

technology. Over the past 15 years, high-quality 

cameras have become lighter, more durable and, 

crucially, cheaper. That’s opened up new use cases 

for police forces to easily record video and audio in 

moments of contact between themselves and the 

public. 

Today, BWV cameras are relatively common, particularly in the UK, where 

over 70% of police forces use them. Anyone watching the industry will have 

seen this trend beginning from 2005, when the Devon and Cornwall Police 

became the first UK force to conduct small-scale tests of the concept. 

While UK police services are largely credited with being the first-movers 

on BWV (its use in the United States, for instance, largely accelerated 

from 2014), the idea actually dates back a little further. In 1997, Dutch 

police deployed portable cameras used by mounted riot police. These 

tests yielded no further results, however – technical problems with the 

recordings, bulkiness of the recording equipment, and overall expense all 

played their part in shutting the projects down. It wasn’t until technology 

had caught up with the idea that UK police forces began taking it more 

seriously, with the rest of the world following suit after successful trials in 

the UK.

The successful tests by the Devon and Cornwall Police ushered in the age 

of ‘modern’ BWV technologies. These deployed much lighter wearable 

cameras that could easily be attached to police uniforms. They also sported 

longer-lasting batteries and enabled easier ways of extracting data from 

the camera. 

Today, police forces around the world, from the United States through 
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Europe to Australia, routinely deploy BWV in one form or another. What’s 

more, new use cases have emerged, with governments trialing facial 

recognition, the live streaming of footage (as detailed in this white paper), 

and geo-location. What’s more, with camera technology continuing to 

improve from both a cost and feature perspective, it’s likely that BWV use 

will continue to skyrocket.  

The Challenges Facing UK Police Services 

Police services are under plenty of pressure. According 

to Home Office statistics, between September 2009 

and September 2017, police forces in England and 

Wales lost more than 20,000 officers - a drop of 

15%. Numbers of officers consistently fell during that 

period. And numbers of police community support 

officers (PCSOs), who patrol the streets, have fallen by 

40% during this period.

These numbers are having an adverse effect on front-line officers. A 

survey by Police Federation, conducted in early 2019, found that 79% of 

respondents said they had felt stressed or anxious in the last 12 months, 

with 94% of those saying their policing duties had caused these feelings 

or made them worse. Nine out of 10 respondents thought there were too 

few officers to meet the demands on police.

Things do look to be improving slightly. Since 2017, the police service 

has grown a little. In September 2018, the most recent figures available, 

there were 122,395 police officers in England and Wales compared with 

121,929 the year before. And Nick Hurd, the policing minister, said in 

February 2019 that Parliament had approved a funding package for next 

year, increasing investment up to £970 million. The government has also 

invested £7.5 million in a new national police wellbeing service.

As a result of these budgetary challenges, police forces in the UK face 

severe staffing problems. This limits their ability to deploy resources to 

the field – whether it’s in response to an emergency incident, or a routine 

check-up in an inaccessible location. 

The Opportunities and Limitations of BWV

BWV addresses some of the challenges faces by UK 

police forces. In 2010, when BWV use really picked up, 

Grampian Police initiated a trial which paved the way 

for the Paisley and Aberdeen bod-worn video project 

in 2011.

The project was considered a huge success and it was identified that the 

benefits saved an estimated minimum of £400,000 per year due to the 

following:

• Increase public reassurance;

• Reduce fear of crime in local communities;

• Increase early guilty pleas;

• Resolve complaints about the police or wardens more quickly;

“People modify 
their behaviour 
when cameras 
are switched 
on."
West Yorkshire Police 
Assistant Chief Constable 
Andy Battle
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• Reduce assaults on officers.

Separately, West Yorkshire Police recorded a 27% drop in the number of 

incidents where a Taser was discharged in 2017, and attributed that drop to 

the use of BWV. Assistant Chief Constable Andy Battle said people "modify 

their behaviour" when cameras are switched on.

And a 2014 review in Aberdeen showed that early guilty pleas were 

obtained in 91% of cases where the camera footage formed part of the 

evidence, allowing 697 officers to be on the streets rather than in the 

courts.

Going forward, a pilot scheme with Hampshire Police and backed by 

the Home Office is being launched to use the cameras to take witness 

statements. Traditionally, these are taken with a police notebook, or PNB 

- used for decades by police officers to record incidents on patrol. PNBs

have, in recent years, been deemed costly and inefficient; they are covered

by strict rules as information entered into it is admissible in court. Times

are written in 24-hour style, and any gap left at the end of a line must

be marked by a horizontal line to show it was not created by removing a

word. They also have to withstand wind and rain so the paper is usually

waterproof and untearable. Using BWV to take witness statements instead,

it is claimed, will reduce the burden on officers to take accurate notes, as

well as save investment on the costly notepads.

There are, however, challenges to be addressed around BWV use in police 

services. One of the major concerns around BWV is related to privacy. 

Privacy International says, “BWV cameras are a particularly intrusive form 

of surveillance. They can record a person at very close range and in places 

where there is no CCTV – including people’s homes.” 

The organisation also raises concerns about some BWV cameras offering 

officers the ability to edit or delete stored footage, as well as the security 

around certain types of cameras, which the organisation says can be 

hacked. The concerns are compounded by the fact that police use of BWV 

is not covered by any law, with the Home Office saying that the use of BWV 

is an operational matter to be decided on by individual police forces. The 

College of Policing issues guidance on BWV use, building on Home Office 

guidance issued in 2007. 

Other challenges call into question the reliability of the technology 

supporting BWV cameras. In 2017, more than 300 issues were logged 

by Police Scotland around the assigning of devices to officers and 

downloading of footage. Numbers were low (showing a failure rate of 

0.03%) but some officers called the system "inoperative" and "unusable".

The bulk of the problems logged by Police Scotland related not to the 

cameras themselves, but officers being unable to log the cameras in and 

out. A Police Scotland document which outlines the operating procedures 

for the cameras stated that "the units will only function if they have been 

assigned using the 'My Witness' software to an officer".

The report also revealed other issues including downloading and locating 

footage, the charging of devices, broken camera mounts, and one camera 

which was found by officers to be recording audio at all times even when it 

was not activated to record.

There are also challenges around using footage effectively. While footage 

can be combed through to aid convictions, much of the footage is not put 

to good use, and then consigned to data storage.

Finally, BWV is not as inexpensive to deploy as it first seems. In 2017, based 

on information from 45 UK police forces, research showed that nearly 

Benefits of BWV 
Clear to See: 

BWV trials by various 

police forces across the 

UK have found:

• Huge monetary

savings (one force

saved an estimated

minimum of £400,000

per year).

• A drop in the number

of incidents where a

Taser was discharged.

• A rise in early guilty

pleas were obtained

(most obvious in

Abderdeen, where

early guilty pleas

represented 91%

of cases where the

camera footage

formed part of the

evidence).

• Freeing up of officers'

time to patrol streets,

rather than attend

court.
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48,000 body cameras had been purchased and that £22.7 million had been 

spent on the cameras. Dividing this total by the number of cameras gives 

an estimate of the average costs per camera: £474. The minimum was £348 

for the Police Service of Northern Ireland and the maximum was £705 for 

the Metropolitan Police Service. 

Added to this cost are the costs for BWV’s supporting systems. Police 

departments also have to run software and store data for all the cameras. 

Other costs include maintenance, training and evaluations. In addition, 

several indirect costs will be incurred by bodycams, for instance, the 

hours police and others in the criminal justice system spend on managing, 

reviewing and using the recordings for prosecution or other purposes such 

as internal reviews, handling of complaints or education. These 'hidden' 

costs are difficult to quantify, but by looking into total cost of ownership, 

some indication can be given of the percentage of costs is associated with 

the body cameras themselves or other expenses.

Police forces are now doing this. The police in Kent, for example, predicted 

a positive business case within two years after their investment of £1.8 

million in body cameras, purely because of a reduction in the number of 

complaints.

Getting BWV Footage to the Right 
People—Seamlessly 

To address some of these challenges, 4net Technologies, 

an Avaya Diamond partner, has led the development of 

a BWV solution that utilises Avaya Equinox, a powerful 

gateway for calling, messaging, conferencing and 

collaboration.

The solution answers one of the key requirements among police services 

to gain access to the BWV camera’s video footage quickly - not only for 

case workers and legal staff, but also to transmit live video into Command & 

Control centres and to other approved specialists who may be remote.

The solution comes with a 4G internet uplink and Avaya Equinox 

connectivity. This means the BWV’s stream can be fed through to multiple 

locations via secure video conferencing.

The kit can provide the following capabilities: 

• Take body camera's view to an unlimited number of officers, commanders,

control centres and other relevant parties.

• Expand body camera's viewing from mobile phone/tablet screen to 24-inch

display.

• Operate across multiple mobile networks.

• Secure closed video transmission appropriate for public safety.

• Operates independently of other network technology (officers' phones, car

radio, etc.)

• Enable video output to connect to another large display (e.g. mobile

command truck).

• Built-in UPS, charging point for remote control and smartphones.

“Police 
in Kent 
predicted 
a positive 
business 
case within 
two years 
after their 
investment 
of £1.8 
million 
in body 
cameras 
decisions."
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Avaya Equinox provides these capabilities. With the kit, footage can 

be sent via 4G to anyone granted access, which can be sent via email, 

meeting invitation, or SMS. Officers, officials and other staff can join by 

internet browser, PC app, iOS app, or existing meeting room systems. And 

Avaya Equinox provides integrated bandwidth management, transcoding 

according to network access, enabling optimal video for anyone taking part 

in the conference. What’s more, it can be securely deployed.

One use case sees body cam footage being delivered immediately to 

specialist officers to make identifications.

Elsewhere, representatives from police services can simultaneously assess 

and collaborate on a situation responding to both recent and live footage. 

Everything is recorded for future analysis or use in court. And dangerous 

sites can be assessed quickly through officers equipped with BWV, and 

specialist emergency teams can then deploy the right equipment and skill 

set.

Finally, with 4net Technologies’ Mobile Drone Kit, which also utilises Avaya 

Equinox, the BWV solution helps to provide a holistic view of any situation, 

combining on-the-ground footage with aerial drone footage. This creates 

powerful visibility for decision makers in emergency scenarios, large crowd 

scenarios, or search and rescue scenarios.  

Contact

To find out more about this solution, please contact:

Neil Reddin, Head of Enterprise Sales,

4net Technologies 

nreddin@4net-technologies.com 

Markus Bornheim, Practice Lead - Public Safety &

Emergency Services, Avaya International

bornheim@avaya.com  

4net Technologies is one of the leading providers of contact centre solutions for 
UK emergency services. It provides mission-critical services including the delivery 
of highly available contact centre solutions delivering 999 and 111 services to the 
public. It also provides back office solutions to enable more efficient and effective 
working for remote and agile workers. 4net Technologies is an approved supplier 
to the Crown Commercial Service, an executive agency of the Cabinet Office, 
through the Network Services (RM 1045) and G-Cloud frameworks, as well as a 
number of other public sector frameworks. Among others, 4net Technologies 
counts Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service, Lancashire Constabulary, and four UK 
Ambulance Trusts among its customers. Two of these trusts are Global Digital 
Exemplars (GDE). GDE organisations are NHS providers delivering improvements 
in the quality of care, through the world-class use of digital technologies and 
information.

Avaya provides the technological advances enabling government agencies 
to meet and exceed the needs of their citizens. Avaya transformed Portugal's 
existing emergency services systems in preparation for eCall, the next-generation 
automated vehicle aid system, and did the same in Sicily. In the UK, along with 
helping organisations implement eCall, Avaya has helped local councils and 
emergency services providers make the most of thier investments with feature-

rich, reliable and scalable communications systems that help save lives.

BWV Kit Tech Specs 

• Android operating

system.

• 4G (LTE) internet

connectivity.

• HD 1080p video.

• Max Transmitting

Distance from 

operator: 3.1 miles.

• 6,000 mAh 25 LiPo

battery.

• USB power supply

with 9W output.

• Operating temperature

from -4F to 104F. 
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